
THE MAGIC FOR A CEREMONIAL MOOD
      AND ENGAGED DANCE FLOOR

WEDDING LIGHTING



 

Ambient Lighting

Bride Table Lighting

Transport and Installation

MINI
CONTACT US FOR PRICING



Bride Table Lighting

Technician

Transport and Installation

Ambient Lighting

Bubbles

High Smoke

BASIC
CONTACT US FOR PRICING



TAMAN

Bride Table Lighting

Technician

Transport and Installation

Ambient Lighting

Bubbles

Low Smoke - Dry Ice

CONTACT US FOR PRICING



PLUS

Ambient Lighting

Bride Table Lighting

Dance Floor Lighting

Bubbles

Low Smoke - Dry Ice

Technician

Transport and Installation CONTACT US FOR PRICING



SPECIJAL

Ambient Lighting

Bride Table Lighting

Dance Floor Lighting

Bubbles

Low CO2 Smoke

4 x Sparkles for The First Dance

LOVE letters or the starry
sky behind the newlyweds' table

Technician

Transport and InstallationCONTACT US FOR PRICING







Wooden letters LOVE

Photo Corner

String lights

Wooden bench, pallets, hay,
wooden barrels



+385959100144

office@musicologyentertainment.com

Musicology Croatia

Musicology
Entertainment Croatia

musicology_croatia



* transport included in the packages is valid for a radius of 25km from our base
* installation the day before is charged extra

* in the "MINI" package, the colour of the lighting is fixed, at the request of the newlyweds
* colour shades may deviate from the photos

* Although we use the best specialized liquids, dry ice and bubbles can
cause changes in the floor covering, and the humidity depends on the type of substrate

Lighting fixtures are placed along the walls, on the floor. During dinner, we set the colour white so that there is enough light in the space

without turning on the hall lighting, and when a band / DJ is playing we use colors and changes to encourage guests to dance.

We program the colours according to your wishes. The transitions from shade to shade are unobtrusive and stylish, unless you emphasize otherwise.

The lighting of the newlyweds' table is in the color of your choice.

The lighting of the dance floor is achieved with the help of smart moving devices (moving heads). It is helping to create an overall impression

of the space because the devices with their mobility, colour, project effects and follow the rhythm of the music and thus people

are additionally encouraged to dance.

We use smoke / sprinklers and bubbles at different times during the first dance, which gives us dynamics in the photos because they will

each tell a different story. If you want, we can use the smoke when cutting the cake and the bubbles on several occasions during the evening.

The technician manages the lighting during the evening. If you opt for a package that includes a technician, please ensure a small meal

with the photographers and musicians.

Manuel Lupen




